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Welcome to the Fall 2006 Issue of the
MpZ. This has been a difficult issue to
put together- It comes together after
KenBear’s untimely passing and many
FOLLETERRE DONATIONS:
of us remember his quiet charm at last
Færies living within the
year’s 2005 Terschelling Gathering (we
European Union may
make direct transfers.
all wish his two partners David & Jay the
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les warmest sentiments from these shores).
Groulots 70270 Ternuay
Here in Berlin ClaraSoft (the BF) has gone
France, “IBAN”= FR7
to Hospital more than twice with “serious”
6102 7807 8610 0020
eye surgery and in sloooooow semi0762 0160 & “BIC”(Swift
recovery mode. This editoressssss has
code)=CMCIFR2A
been stresssssed by his Dickensonian
USA citizens can get a tax “lifestyle”, here in Berlin kreuzberg (where
the MpZ comes together on a small 12”G4
deduction by writing a
Powerbook laptop several times a year).
check made payable to:
ʻNomenusʼ P.O. Box 312, Thank you to Gezel for the healthcare
Wolf Creek, OR 97497
info (included in this issue) for a ‘bug’ we
Please Mention*:
can easily remedy with tweezers- Ticks
“Donation FolleTerre” in
!- which were found in some areas in
the memo-line & it will
and around the beautiful landscape of
be tax deductable for you Folleterre as well as on various Faeries.
and be forwarded to the
But life is never ever so consistently
FolleTerre sanctuary.
straight forward, some Faes have “seroconverted” and life as they knew it will not
Eurofæries is an [Stichting] organisation
be the same regardless of the endless
registered in the Netherlands & France & Germany.
support we as a community give each
Our long-term goal is to secure a permanent Færie
sanctuary named “Folle Terre” on the European
other. This has taken me off guard and
continent. Any surplus raised from the gathering fees,
& from our fund-raising auction at the gatherings, will I have unfairly allowed my anger to flow
be donated to the “Folle Terre” developement fund
out at the very Faeries who have “serothrough “Les Amis de FolleTerre”.
converted”- I will continue to morally
Donations may be sent via transfer to:
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots 70270 Ternuay
supportive but will remain steadfast
France
about the deep conviction I hold in the
IBAN- FR7610278078610002007620160
BIC(Swift code) CMCIFR2A
belief for us to support community and
www.Folleterre.org / www.eurofaerie.org /
protect each and every individual so that
mpz@eurofaerie.de
P.O. Box 2721, 1000CS Amsterdam, The N e t h e r l
the larger responsibiltiy is shared NOT
ands

to spread hiv. Our tick doctor makes it
a regular habit to promote safer sex in
the signature of each and every email
he sends out- A nice soft approach to
activism and the desire to support a
healthy positive “attitude” about LBTG
sex.
Support that is tragically absent in
such places as Riga where a LBTG
pride march was met with Christianhate and state sanctioned indifference
to
organized
barbarism
vaguely
reminiscent of the National Socialists of
another era- Thanks to Shaunessy for
Amnesty international work and sending
us at the Eurofaeries the text included in
this issue’s Politixxx section.
Folleterre has seen a change of officers
as of this recent Summer gathering and
there was much much debate regarding
this summers gathering numbers and
the physical “health” of the land and its
tolerance for a faerie invasion. There
were debates about electricity as well
as chemicals and even delineation of
boundries. I have sometimes pondered
whether there are moments in which
even we as Faeries encounter “Radical
Faerie Fundamentalism”. But I can
happily report , by a recent phone
call made to the UK that “consensus”
was established again and again at
this summers gathering on various
issues that concern the greater future
of the Eurofaeries and Folleterre as a
Eurofaerie sanctuary in particular. I have
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come to enjoy our extended community- and encourage
many faeries to do so as well.
Here in Berlin we have had the pleasure of having
Dominick Vyne pass through town and share his
spontaneous energy with us (thank you for the above
foto). Amichai also known as SuperKali came through
town like a Blizzard and was able to equip “Hadassa”
(her alter-ego) with fabulous Udo Jürgen repotoire
before heading to Amsterdam. Kai formerly of the DDR,
SF, NYC has now relocated to Berlin Kreuzberg with
his American BF and we hope this will enrich the Berlin
circle.The Rheingold faeries hosted this Berliner Fae in
Dusseldorf, Köln and Oberkassel for a wonderfully “gay”
exhibition at the Museum Ludwig called “The Eighth
Square/Das Achte Feld” (when the pawn becomes a
queen) I thank them all.
In the spirit of Clara Soft’s “Gaia” article in the previous
MpZ, GeZel has put together some recent research and
advice regarding environmental concerns at FolleTerre.
To some degree he plays the Devil’s advocate but none
the less makes us think a bit about the candles we burn,
the wood we chop and the electricity we utilize. Faerie
Anonymous was in full form this summer and has some
particularly “juicy” comments from her experience at this
summer’s Folleterre gathering and beyond!
I am on my way to SF and Atlanta in the USA
(October2006) and having just received a fabooo
informational email from DannyBell (The sweet Fae with
the Mickey Mouse ears from Terschelling 2005) I hope
all will be happy and très Fæ!
Since the previous issue of MpZ there has been a
Beltane gathering, a Large summer gathering and
various smaller local “language specific” gatherettes (ie:
French speakers, German speakers, Dutch speakers
etc.) BonBonn Heidi submits her report in this issue Wir
danke dich my dear.
On a final note, I have a request to make- I need to
hear from you all. I have recieved one very empahtic
complaint (a long time ago) asking me to make the
MpZ in a smaller format (2pages per sheet) and only
in Black and white. Do you agree? No color? ideas? let
me know.
XXX, Cocopierre (Berlin-Kreuzberg)

Make your own
EuroFærie
Postcard>

Letter from Dernau by Freny
I›m back from the Folleterre Summer
Gathering. New experiences with loving
each other: wonderful dinners, rituals, erotic
massages, shaving faces and dicks and balls,
drumming sessions, production of our own solar
electricity, washing dishes, doing the shopping,
election of chairmen, stewards, becoming new
members, contributing money, being respectful,
serious, non-talented, sharing emotions in heart
circles... don›t forget sexuality... and so many
more ways to express love.
I would like to contribute more of another
love-aspect to the community: ecology and
organic nutrition. So many (hundreds!) of
empty bottles that Eilendes Wasser had to
remove; so many black bags full of trash after
the end of the gathering that the Bees took care
of. An invasion of plastic, plastic, plastic! But
isn›t that exactly what we want to avoid and
want to escape from?
Why not beer in 15 or 30 litre recycling
containers (like we have here in Germany)?
Cereals from the organic food store in Lure?
Thanks to Dee for bringing so much of it from
the Netherlands in the past! Vegetables and
fruits from the Swiss gardener guy who lives
nearby? 10 litres of fresh cow milk from one
of our farmer neighbors (it would help us and
them to make the connection)? More ideas?
We could start with the next gathering. The
costs? I am sure that we can deal with that. Less
fun with our meals? Organic food has overcome
its boring image! In Germany we used to say:
Liebe gebt durde den hiagen! You understand!
So folks! Let›s make more love! Who wants
to help organize the kitchen for next year›s
summer gathering? I will!
Have a wonderful time, see you soon, may
the goddess bless you,
With love,
Freny

FolleTerre Été 2006

Instructions:

1.Print-out (this
page only)
2.Cut-out MpZpostcard#9
3.Glue on stiff paper or card
4.Stamp& post to
friends & Lovers
xViel

Spaß!

Eurofæries

MarieposaZeitung Postcard No.10
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Down by the Waterfall & All the Way Up Hill by Junis
The Folleterre summer gathering started
early this year. Starting with 12 faeries there were,
at the end of the week before the official opening
date, already 24 of us, ready to prepare, solve water
problems, looking for camp sites in the woods, going out
to town for shopping etc. Dee had purchased a big used
water container from 1.20 by 1.20 meter which slowly
filled up overnight, fed by the last source which was still
somewhat alive. And Eilendes Wasser came with a
solar pump which worked beautifully , transferring water
from the container to
house level. We were
experiencing
the
hottest
month
of July in 300
years...and
were
expecting from 40 to
50 participants while
all 3 sources had run
dry ! Down hill though,
at the village source
fountain,
crystal
clear, almost sweet
tasting mineral water
was freely available.
It quickly became a
habit to always fill
up containers while
passing the source
pump on the way
to the bakery or
store. Amazingly we
managed quiet well
dealing with the water
shortage. And maybe
because of it and of
course also due to
the high temperatures
we quickly learned
to re-appreciate an
element which is so
common,
covering
most of our planet.
The nearby lake,
a 15 minute walk
from
the
house,
turned into one of the
favorite faerie hang
outs and another play
full water spectacle,
the waterfall, less
frequented, was not
so easy to reach. The walk through the deep woods
takes about an hour and a half, turning the hiker into a
jungle explorer, balancing over narrow trails and over
round rocks in almost waterless creek beddings. But
what a reward to reach the final destination, a four feet
deep basin to swim in over which towers a high rock
formation, dumping stairs of water into twirling tubs.
Revived and energized half of our group climbed up
hill, back to the house, back to faerie land....the other
4 decided to stay and enjoy the water and the sun for
some more time. On their hike back they got lost a
couple of times, while the weather was changing and
dark clouds gathered up, low in the skies, casting dark
shadows and effecting the atmosphere. Maybe even
contributing in all confusion about the right direction.
Once again Folleterre fooled its wanderers! It took an
extra hour to get back on the right trail, sweat washed

away by rain water, cheerfulness by tiredness...But look
! how proud those exercised butts stand up..
The following day a few of us got together
for an herbal discovery walk uphill. From the
mixed woods to the more open fields with more light
and sun and a completely different vegetation. We tried
to connect with plants and their healing capacities by
carefully observing how they are physically built and
also by the way they present themselves, their energy,
their character. Hairy leaves and a stem often indicates
the use for skin related
problems for example.
Let’s go back in time
and see how this
knowledge developed.
In
ancient
times
humans were stronger
connected with nature
and the cosmos and
therefore an intuitive
feeling with plants
and their energy used
to be so much more
common. This ability
has, in our materialistic
society, moved towards
the
background,
however today, as
more
alternative
medical therapy is
seen from a holistic
standpoint, it is re
appreciated. In regular
medicine, the active
ingredients are isolated
and processed into
medication. In natural
medicine where herbs
are used, the active
ingredients are not
isolated but processed
as parts of the whole
plant. Besides there is
also a non materialistic
influence on a psychic
and energetic level
which also comes
from the plant as a
whole. In medieval
times,
with
hardly
any knowledge about

Herbs
by

Junis

active ingredients, it was widely believed that the
practical use of a plant could show itself through a wide
scheme of external appearances. Now of course we
can test this approach with an exact list of ingredients
and their curing effect on the body. And we have come
to an astonishing conclusion that a great deal of this old
knowledge is still valid, now more used as a support in
our abstract scientific world.
I would like to share a few of these old insights
with you, just to help you getting closer and to make
it easier to remember particular species you will find
on your walks. Round stems are associated with
feminine nature, the effect is softening and harmonious,
square or angular formed stems, ( masculine) indicate
resistance building and solidity, they built resistance
due to their rich mineral content. A hollow stem
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HERBs [continued] by Junis

Rain,
LükiLeaps,
and SunLover
foto by Junis
corresponds with all hollow parts of the body, such as
the intestines, throat and skull cavities. When looked at
the leaves we make a rough distinction between finer
complexity leaves and bigger single leaves. The finer
leaved plants, such as Camomile and Achillea have a
strong contracting force, but they have a de-contracting
effect. Bigger leaved plants such as lady’s coat have
very little contracting force, but on the body their effect
is strongly contracting ! The color of a plant and
in particular the flowers, correspond with
certain inner organs, organ systems or they
indicate a certain effect. Main colors and mixed colors,
the effect of mixed colored herbs ( pink for instance)
is wider, but also milder. Hard bright yellow flowering
herbs have in general a cleansing , detoxifying effect.
A warm dark yellow, revives and stimulates life

energy ( heart and liver). Red is the color for energy,
blood, blood vessels and heart. Blue, has a cooling
effect on fever and infections, especially of the throat,
bronchi passages and lungs. White, the combination
of all colors works calming, harmonizing in connection
with infections, female diseases and the central nerve
system. In Angelica a majestic herb that stands proudly
in the fields around Folleterre we find a combination of
several qualities; the hollow stem indicates a medicinal
use for stomach and intestines related problems and the
regular form indicates constitution building. The white
flowers stand for harmony and a calming effect, so it is
also used for nervousness, depression and insomnia.
More about plant structure, form, scent, roots, growth
and their indicating signatures another time in MPZ.
Junis
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KUNsT

Dear Friends, Colleagues & Supporters, at her headquarters in St. Petersburg,
but will be returning to the US for Art
Happy Summer Solstice! We›ve Basel Miami in December. Those of
been meaning to share with you some you residing in or visiting Europe may
photos of our financial sponsor & spot her at the upcoming Berlin art fair
benefactor›s last visit to LA in May, but in September, as well as at Frieze in
things have been insanely busy as usual. London in October. And of course, we
Margorzata Romanska, a nouveau- could forward you of the full photoshoot,
riche industrialist and art collector from with more pix, upon request.
Last but not least, we›d like to report
Eastern Europe was in town to finalize
purchasing details of her latest addition that we have finally wrapped up the
to MR Industries -- a cement factory post-administration for our hugely
in the center of Los Angeles. As well as successful 06in06, and have already
to attend the annual fundraising art started working on our 7th Annual
auction for Los Angeles Contemporary Tea Event 07in07, scheduled for around
Exhibitions (LACE) in Hollywood. Were Valentine›s Day in February. We hope
were able to take some snapshots of her, to see you all there, of course, but it›s quite
along with her chauffeur & bodyguard a long time from now, so we also hope to
-- former Soviet military officer Sergei, hear from you before then.
Have a fantastic summer! See you
in front of her new factory as well as
at the auction. Thanks to our official soon. Cheers!
photographer Sosthen Hennekam, as
well as to additional photographers Slava Pavlovna, PR Coordinator
Lorraine Molina and Chad Buchanan. KulovPresents
Miss Romanska
is currently back
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Gossssssip by FærieAnonymous
There
was
a
LOT
of sex sex sex at
Summer Gatheirng 2006
at Folleterre.
took her
name not long after one
Faerie inquired at dinner
circle (while
was not
present), “Who is
?”
to which a boatlloving
Faerie replied, «Oh, don›t
worry, he”ll get around to
you...eventually.” (I had
the pleasure of inviting
him to my tent during his
first night and so I was
able to give and receive
some...hospitality...)

*
* *

There was a (early-inthe-gathering)
PANICpanic-panic-call
from
LONDON asking if there
is an STD(STI) klinik in the
Lure region of FolleTerre
(perhaps there might be
none in the entire FrancheComte?) To which various
Faeries
advised
her:
“honey, please take care
of that BEFORE before
before you come to the
[Folleterre
Summer]
gathering!”.
Much much much
nudity during the first
week of the Summer
FolleTerre gathering as
temperatures soared to
37C on the mountain
and Faeries headed for
the ponds to cool off. It
is speculated that some
hot sex transpired whilst
cooling. During the cold
and rain of the second
week the Friendship
Room turned into a
massage and/or orgy
room (the NO SLEEPING
sign was replaced with
a NO FISTING sign,
though there was a jar
of Crisco on permanent
display in the cellar). On
one of the final nights one
faerie in the Hospitality
Suite (la chambre) was
kept awake by what he
described as “sucking
all night”
The
mantra
during
this years Beltane 2006
was
«Abundance,
a b u n d a n c e ,
abundance.» At this
summers
FolleTerre
gathering the catch phrase

Færie Anonymous

Pussy

SPRACHE

“ Strong (& Sweet)
SUPER-GLUE ! ”

was «Is that a spliff?»
every time someone was
seen rolling, holding,
smoking,
admiring
anything resembling a
...cigarette.?
How come a certain Bee
had a message written on
her Azz, which became
faded and unreadable by
the time another Bee
arrived to join the Summer
gathering?
The question has arisen
as to how one might
measure some of the
various “Dutch” wieners
that arrived to this years
summer gathering. By all
accounts the varieties are
both from Amsterdam.
We assume the Judges
will have tasted them
for
a
comparative
assessment of of size
and girth.
It became obvious that
extremely strong and
Sweet ‘super-GLUE’
had been applied to some
Peach palms during
this year’s auction. We
are wondering who the
culprit could have been
and we apologize if any
participants were hurt in
the curfuffel.
A certain pagan star is
currently enraptured by the
lure of arachnophilia
A
recently
published
Buttpage darling has
gone missing and was
NOT seen at this years
Summer festivities- we
suspect that she may
still be “pinned” under
the mortadella of an
Italian Porn star. And
that reminds me...Sacred
Slut Puppy was seen to
be uncontrollably enjoying
an extended shower
with the help of no less
than four different faeries
assisting him clean the
saliva off again and again
and again!!! Another faerie
has offered herself as
reward to anyone willing
to divulge the names of
SSP’s helpers.
Could it be true that
a young, approximately
20 years old, pretty, blond
straight, Dutch hitch-hiker
visiting the Sanctuary
was overheard by the
camp-fire saying “I think
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[Gossip continued]

“ No
Sleeping!
No
Fisting! ”

ease emerged at the Folleterre gathering. It seems
to make your penis, if
you have one, purple!
The medical authorities
are baffled, baffled,
baffled!
- The “poo”tower already is the new tourist
attraction in the HautSaône. Perhaps because
it relates sooooo much
to the French’s fascination with excrement(s),
which they share with the
Brits, who volunteered so
eagerly for clean up
- Without a doubt... Folleterre can be a thriving
farm with little effort!... A
snail farm that is.
- The steward circle has
the special request not to
do any more tree-hugging workshops. With
too much “special relations” going on, no tree
cutting is possible anymore. Though some have
suggested to have special
parting ceremonies for
people to say goodbye
to their trees.
- “Faunie” has introduced
the latest tripping-drug
from the Netherlands. As
we all know the Dutch
are well ahead in drug
research and development. This one is so new
it doesn’t need any substance anymore. Just a
little mirror will do the
trick.
- How natural and in
tune Folleterre is, is shown
by the clothes that are kept
there. They actually grow
their own little white fur
coverings.
- The steward circle is
deeply divided over the
question of whether the
sling should be hung between the trees (natural),
in the shed (romantic) or
in the cellar (authentic)!
Yes did you remember... I
said sex sex sex.

this will be a night I will
remember for a very
long time”?
Beano, Tylo, Zakina,
Noisette and BeAt of
the Dark River delighted
the house spirits with their
presence. We will assume
that by next year BeAt will
be giving birth as well.
- The new ChairFae of
the ‹Friends of Folleterre
(NDDA) is truly a jack
of all trades and joined in
with both the religious and
the military ceremony at
the Folleterre monument
memorial service.
(A special Thank you to
- Bonne soirée’s next my “Genösse”)
cookbook will be about
Dutch cuisine, with the - Færie Anonymous
main ingredients: hemp,
cannabis and mushrooms. We are all looking forward to that.
- A new venerial dis-

Fae Nominations

Annelize has been nominated as a
finalsit in the 2006 Erotic Awards:
The Leydig Trust and Trolley Gallery are proud to
collaborate on an exhibition of The Erotic Awards 2006.
An opening reception for press and invited guests,
which features surprise performances, takes place
on 29 August 2006 from 6 – 10pm. Most finalists and
awards recipients will be on hand for interviews.
The exhibition includes artists, designers, photographers,
films, publications, writers, clubs, fashion, websites,
innovations, sex workers, campaigners and strippers/
performance artists of the year. This year, for the
first time, the exhibition offers the opportunity to view
finalists’ work both before and after the Awards Finals
Stage Show and Presentations at the Night of the
Senses on Saturday 2nd September.
This year marks the 27th anniversary of the charity and
the 13th anniversary of The Erotic Awards.
www.erotic-awards.co.uk
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La bonne santé : Tick-Phobia & (Brown) Færies by Dr.geZel

I had been in contact with
gezel recently about my
“Tick” Phobia (which I
am not sure if I there are
ANY faeries that share this
Phobia. But I explained
in detail to Gezel that
this phobia had a very
interesting basis. No one
has ever explained to
me what the symptoms
look like on a person of
color with dark BROWN
skin such as myself.
All descriptions seem
to assume that the Tick
“Dinner” is a white or light
skin person. All the Photos
that I have seen to make
me more informed have
been on White people.
This gives me no comfort
when I am also aware
that many health care
professionals (Like MY
doctor here in Germany)
are only informed with this
limited set of evidentiary
symptom images. Thank
you Gezel for doing this
nececssary research. This
will help faes know what
to look for as they inspect
seaflowers handsome butt
with growing expertise. I
suggest that a pair of Tick
tweezers be included in
any emergency aid box
kept at Folleterre. Below is
Gezels research.
Dear
Cocopierre,
That was a nice little
question you asked
me «How does the
lyme rash look like
on a dark skin?»
Well....that took me
to the deep throughs
of the net and beyond. I
really feel embarrassed
(as a health care worker)
about how little there is on
the net and in books about
dark skin conditions. Yes
bleaching and skin care
enough, but illnesses...

h t t p : / / w w w. l y m e . o r g /
gallery/em_patmas3.html
http://www.lyme.org/
gallery/emmasters.html
The complete answers I
got are on:
http://flash.lymenet.org/
scripts/
ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_
topic&f=1&t=047221
<http://flash.lymenet.org/
scripts/
ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_t
opic&amp;f=1&amp;t=04
7221>
Further information on
lyme is ofcourse best to be
found on wikipedia: http:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Lyme_disease
Though it›s not complete
discrimination there are
so little pictures available,
it›s pretty biased. As
doctors do miss things
like this because it›s
hard to spot on dark
skin, good pictures (and
descriptions) should be
available in study books to
learn to spot them. As the
development of courses
and materials for health
care workers is my line
of work, I will take action
upon that. So thank you
for asking the question.
Then you also asked
me to send you a tick to
get a better perception
how they look like. Well
that actually might not
work at all, because ticks
have different stages of
life and different sizes.
See the picture showing
the different options and
a measurement next to
it. If you resize it to 1
cm (=about 10% from
original) you›ll get a good
impression. To reassure
you: we haven›t seen
the biggest variations in
Folleterre. The ones I
saw were more like the
second from the left.
Well I hope you can
use this information, I
had fun looking for it.
Love
and
hugh

traveled to colder climates (were the little beasts
and plants grow less and food is scarce) there was
less need for protection and more need to preserve
the energy and the precious proteins, needed for
melatonin, for other goals. So people got whiter.
So the good message is: you have better skin to
protect yourself from all sorts of skin conditions .
The second reason for showing skin conditions on
white skin is because it›s easier to see the red- or
darkness. A condition like vertiligo, which whitens your
skin, is mostly shown on dark skin for the same reason.
the second good message is: it›s not
Actually there are two So
a
complete
case
of
racial
discrimination.
reasons for that. First black
skin gives better protection But these quirky facts I like to share don›t answer your
to skin infections. There is question. After all my normal sources (which are quite
a new, considered very extensive) ran dry I turned to several Lyme foundations
plausible,
theory
that
patient organisations (dutch and american). The geZel
that is the reason why and
I send still need to be answered. But I finally
blacks are black anyway. e-mails
a very big patient chat-box and posted my
The old theory was that joined
there. And lo and behold, within 24 hours
it has to do with the question
sun and UV-radiation. I got all the information you might want to know.
Actually Melatonin gives First the rash is not always there, and only few
not much protection to infected people develop lyme disease. The rash
that. Melatonin however looks like a bruise and can often takes the shape of
is very good in attacking a bulls-eye. Contrary to a bruise it will slowly move
any bugs or fungus that outwards. (The infection spreads while it heals on
try to invade your skin. the inside, thus causing the bulls-eye shape.) On
Of which there are many dark skin it›s harder to spot. Two pictures are on: [This is NOT a tick. This is
in the tropics. As people
a “Crab”, an STD/STI ]
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Beltane Portrait by Junis
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Living with Gaia by (covergirl) GeZel

wet wood,
take care the wood
burns thoroughly, don’t let fires burn
unnecessaryly, don’t make woodfires
when it’s raining or foggy, use for
heathing a wood stove. Don’t make a
complete fool of yourself by complaining
about cigarette-smoke and then sit next
to a campfire. Smokers, tabacco or
otherwise, should give all this information
no consideration at all for obvious
reasons.
Electricity
• As a rule of thumb a solar panel
has to be at least ten years in use
before it becomes less damaging to
the environment than a powerplant.
This has to do with the production
and use of the materials needed for
a panel. And the fact that large scale
electricity production is ruled by strict
environmental guidelines (Small
scale is not always better).
• Electric equipment produces different
small magnitudes of electric fields.
Hairdryers (which you use next to
your brain) produce a field of 80
v/m fields while a lightbulb produces
a field of 5 v/m; this all within the
distance of thirty centimeters. Only
levels of more than 5000 v/m are
considered unsave, so they are well
within savety limits. Electric fields
are stopped by objects as chairs or

Everything
you
never
wanted to know about
candles, woodfires and
electricity

At the Folleterre gathering I was amazed
about the stir the introduction of electricity
could cause, while at the same time
candles and woodfires were burning all
night. As I like to handle my ecological
and health dillema’s soundly I collected
some facts for our consideration.
Candles
• Paraffin is nowadays the main
ingredient of regular candles. It is
made of petroleum, the production
and transportation of both paraffine
and petroleum cause environmental
damage.
• When burned paraffin releases
carcinogenic
(=causes
cancer)
toxins such as benzene, toluene,
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein
and soot into the air. The emissions
from paraffin candles contain many of
the same toxins produced by burning
diesel fuel. It is like starting up a diesel
engine inside your home!
• In long candles mostly stearine is
added for 5%. Stearine can be made
of palmoil (monocultures that destroy
natural habitats) or animal fat (you
don’t eat animals, but inhaling is not a problem?).
• Candles also produce a lot of soot. Soot is
considered to be the biggest air pollution danger to
your health next to ozon.
• Tea- or waxinelights, made of parrafine, are held in
aluminium containers. Alumium production is one of
the most energy consumpting industries in the world.
Moreover the cups are not (easily) recycable.
Advice: Limit the amount of candles, keep rooms well
ventilated, use beeswax-candles, don’t let candles burn
in vain, keep the wick short to prevent soot.
Woodfire
• Wood produces fire by the reaction of the carbon
(C) in the wood with the oxygen (O2) in the air;
therefore producing CO2. CO2 is one of the main
greenhousgases. Incomplete burning procudes
CO, which is toxic. As is NO which is also formed in
lesser quantities.
• And there is lots of soot (the smoke you cán see).
Particulate air pollution (=soot) are fine particles,
which go deep into the lungs. Soot can cause
breathing difficulties even at relatively low levels,
especially for people such as asthmatics and for
very young or frail people.
• The soot also contains polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are formed by
incomplete combustion of wood. These tar-like
substances, of which there are hundreds of variaties,
are either highly toxic or carcinogenic. As you might
remember from cigarettewarnings.
• As an open fire is less efficient in burning than
a wood stove it produces more soot, PAHs and
toxic gasses. And incomplete burning because
of wetness just makes it worse. A normal indoor
woodfire is calculated to produce as much pollution
as 3 cars. A big open fire contains at least a tenfold
of that amount of (wet) wood. So when you are
sitting around a cosy campfire, 30 cars are vrooming
behind you.
• As the heat of the fire takes the smoke up in the
air, the pollution is also spread away from the fire.
When it’s raining or foggy however all the pollution
is confined to the campfire aeria.
Advice: Avoid standing in the smoke, don’t use

trees.
Electric equipment also produces different small
magnitudes of magnetic fields very dependent of
product design. Hairdryers and electric shavers cán
be the worst with maxima of 2000 µT in a distance
of 3 centimeters, while some other brands hardly
produce any field at all. Refrigerators vary between
0.5 and 1.7 µT on three centimeters. Magnetic
fields are not stopped by objects or walls.
• Electric wiring (in use) produces very small fields in
the same order of magnitude as produced by metal
piping for water.
• But ….generated electric and magnetic fields
very quickly deminish in distance! Mostly within
30 centimeters, but certainly within a meter of
any device, fields are (almost) not measurable
and not distingishable from natural fields. Like the
earths magnetic field which is 58 µT on our latitude
(compare that to the field of a refrigerator on 30 cm=
0.01 µT). Differences in geology or latitude cause
bigger variations in the magnetic field.
• While some animals (like ants) and very sensitive
humans may feel discomfort ór feel energized within
electric and magnetic fields (so within a meter), no
health risks have been proven for normal use even
not of powerlines. This in spite of extensive research
in the past 30 years resulting in over 25.000 studies
and articles. While the proof of the health risks of
candles and woodfires is abundant.
Advice: When you are sensitive to electric or
magnetic fields (the use of an electric shaver gives you
a headache while wet shaving does not), you might
consider the kind of equipment you use and the place
you put them. Also take care that both wiring ánd piping
is well grounded. Putting a refrigator next to your bed is
already a bad idea for very different reasons. But don’t
forget to thank your wise ancestors for the fine invention
of electricity. At least it is healthier, both to yourself ánd
the environment.
Though knowledge is power, to be wise is to forget
all this. Just light your candles and woodfires, but be
wise to choose what means of lighting and heating you
use in what way. If you want to be ecological and
healthy that is.
GeZel
•
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“Magic Moments” in FolleTerre by BonBonn Heidi

MagicMoments..

„Magic Moments“
23.7. – 4.08.06

in

Folleterre:

Ankunft am Sonntag: Campingplatzsuche und Zelt
aufstellen ( Stunden ! ). Endlich fertig und geschafft: ein
paar Faeriefeen hatten bereits eine Picknick mit Salat,
Brot und Wein vorbereitet: auf zum See ( Balinese style)
zum Schwimmen und Genießen in der Abendsonne ...
Montag und Dienstag kurzes Frühstück und dann mit
Cuddles ab zum Meditieren, Wandern zum See: in
der Sonne liegen, die Natur und Stille genießen und
Eckhart
Tolle: „JETZT“ lesen und vorgelesen bekommend...
Zurück zum Haus, wo schon das Lunch wartet...
Vor dem Haus wird Tai Chi und Yoga praktiziert oder

sich gegenseitig die Schambehaarung gestylt oder
Standarttänze geübt ... Alles so stehen lassen könnend,
ohne Be- oder Abwertung ...
Mittwoch den ganzen Tag `wie Jeck` malocht...
Ausflug mit Cuddles und Eilendes Wasser: erstes
Hitzegewitter und bei der Ankunft ein doppelter (!!)
Regenbogen .
Trommeln und Tanzen mit Discomusik aus dem Auto
am Feuer: Hazle hat ihre Tochter - im Tuch eingewickelt
tragend - dabei, die seelig schläft, während Mama
durch die Nacht tanzt ...
Ausflug nach Ronchand: Markt, Kapelle und Lunch
bei „Chez Monique“ in Servance. Pünktlich zu
unserer Rückkehr wartet in der Scheune ein lang
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ersehnter intensiver Heartcircle erwartet uns, mit viel
Körperkontakt und nackter Haut ...
Nach einer Wanderung vorbei an „unserem See“: zwei
Faeries liebkosen sich am Seeufer. Zu sehen ist nur ein
sich hochreckender Kopf mit einem breiten Smile und
die schöne Erektion des anderen ...
Teadance und Tangolesson mit Fauny…
Cuddles gibt mir eine sehr entspannende Reiki
Session, während andere sich im Heu ein Liebesnest
einrichten...
Habe während der gesamten Zeit keinerlei körperliche
„Zipperleins“. Die mitgebrachte Hausapotheke bleibt
unberührt...
(Fast) jeglicher Ekel und Angst vor den vielfältigen

Tierchen, Insekten und Reptilien ist verflogen...
Unmittelbar vor meiner Abreise Chakramessung durch
Fauny. Hab viel Vertrauen und die „Ergebnisse“ passen
genau zu meiner Eigenwahrnehmung und sollen noch
lange
nachwirken ...
Heimreise: den Berg hinunter ins Tal und dort ist ER
wieder: ein riesiger Bussard verabschiedet sich von
mir und schwingt seine Flügel! Fühle mich sicher und
beschützt! Auf ein Wiedersehen .

Bon Bonn Heidi
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“

Reflexions

Thank the Goddess ”
by NDdA

“ I seek to Build Bridges
with Fæs ”
Thank the Goddess for having a number of us with different views and outlooks

Basically, the bottom line is that subsequent Steward›s Circle decisions or Great Circle meetings can change
direction- we cannot undo a decision made- for example, to spend out money on something once it has been
spent.
I do not hide the fact that I seek to build bridges with faes who seem to be at issue with us and do not come out
to the [FolleTerre] Sanctuary- however I do not fear them, nor will I vote or try to influence decisions in any way
against my feelings, beliefs and principles. On this point and as you can see from further points I suggest (some of
which former Gathering organizers agree with; some not, in terms of what is needed) I am trying to clarify through
language what we are about and what we are not about.
You will recall my quite impassioned appeal to and remonstration with a Berlin Faerie a while back about the need
for him and others to come to the Sanctuary and circle with us - otherwise his and others sense of alienation
would slowly become a self-fulfilling prophecy- if they deliberately ensure they are not part of the consensusPage 18, The Marieposa Zeitung, The Eurofaerie Newsletter Vol.4.No.1 This Document formated for DIN A4 Paper. Print at 95% for standard 8.5x11 paper in USA

Reflexions [continued]

making or decision process then it is all too obvious
that they will characterize us who are there as ‘control’
freaks/queens if we decide things about which they as
individuals have different views.
Part of what I wish to put out as a message is a kind of
explanatory narrative about how we came to be where
we are and how it is not only logical but also faerie,
valid, equitable and fair.
I have no problem with telling some faeries and anyone
else that they should come and argue their case
or viewpoint about what they may perceive me as
«Flintstone-faerie» restrictions around use of electrical
equipment, mobile phones etc.
Elsewhere I have said that maybe part of our task of
healing and reconciling is to persuade- or «allow others
to see» that some of what they think of as bottom-line
‘needs’ are in fact ‘wants’ (or at least are needs that can
be delivered by other means than the ones to which
they are so attached).
I am an HIV negative man- I have to remember that
I do not approach being out at the Sanctuary in quite
the same way as others who are perhaps HIV positive
or disabled, or suffering from depression. Also there
are differences of expectation in ways of living with all
of us. For example I come from a relatively privileged
background- but it is not so simple- on account of my
age and background I was also raised to accept much
more discomfort and lack of certain amenities than
others- and my background of what my late mother
would have called an upper middle class Englishman
was further complicated by the fact that my parents,
for much of their lives, struggled without much money,
any parental help at all and had financial crises and
uncertainties (most people assume I went to an English
Public/boarding school- I did not; I was going to until my
late father nearly went bankrupt around 1964–66- and
he worked a second job in a restaurant kitchen when he
got home from the office and we had one or two paying
guests living in our home- including what was previously
my bedroom during my teenage years.
Why this telling of some of my history? Because I am
pretty convinced that all our intense hopes, aspirations
and visions for the Sanctuary are mirrors of the wounds
and fears of our pasts. For me, the most beautiful thing
we aspire to is to be accepting that together we decidesometimes it is trial and error and feels like roping
blindly forward in the dark- how we are going to live
in this place, which is sacred on so many levels- The
most important level for me right now is “hope”- and
I experience hope as subtly, but very different from
optimism- hope for me is optimism allied to action- to
personal effort, commitment, engagement.
The whole story of our human life on this planet (nb over
the last 10,000 years) may be viewed as the unfolding
of our attempts to get beyond the habits of survival and
selfishness and to have the courage to move outwards
in expanding circles of a feeling of connectedness- from
self, through family to village/tribe/nation/global village.
The disastrous consequences of nation-state building
seem to invite us as queers and faeries to build a new
tribe which transcends the divides of self-interest, fear
and mistrust- as we can be a tribe of love-makers and
creaters of possibility and the infinite magic that can be
generated from our human frailty and deep longing for
peace and brotherhood.
If this again sounds like a sermon- I don›t really care. I
am merely a person trying to find something better to
live by and for- and if some want to think of me as a
religious-type, idealist or «do-gooder», let me just write
here one of my key beliefs:
«Out of the womb of the human heart, God is born». I

am easy about using the word God when others do- we
have in us all the knowledge and truth of Creation, of
the Goddess, of the Mother in the essence of each one
of us.

I don›t give much of a flying fuck
for people who tell me how I must
live my life in this form,
but I do care about building Folleterre Sanctuary as a
reality in our hearts where it can never be taken from
us, can never be burnt down, and never be forgotten.
I want to expand to include more and more in terms of
type, not ‘contract and define’ to exclude people or to
make things a certain way to virtually ensure they will
not come.

In a sense, I can now believe there really was a race of
giants in our past- giants of the heart- but I suspect it
was easier for them when the world was less populated.
We are now afraid there will not be enough room for us
all- we operate from fear not love and we try to gather
in smaller groups of interest, of gender, of sexuality,
of colour of skin, language. I repeat that if we travel
together in this voyage of the heart which is also an
inward journey, returning to the centre of our beings,
reaching more and more into the essence of who we are
we can drive out the fear that the presence of others who
seem outwardly different- formed by conditioning into
behaviors driven by accumulated defense mechanisms
will restrict us, suffocate us, drown us.
This is why I feel we must Circle together in the heart,
the centres of our very being to allow vulnerability, build
trust, acceptance- see one another as our brother and
our sister, and not defined and judged merely by what
they do and how this seems to affect us. This is how we
can create something in our Sanctuary which can be
a beacon of light spreading its beneficial influence all
around. When we can leave the territorial boundaries
of our land and still carry Sanctuary and its values
away with us into this world which seems to get worse
or darker every turn of the yearly wheel, this is how we
can raise consciousness across this damaged but still
very beautiful and blessed planet. We are not alone in
this- we have many friends- and we need to connect
with them too- be in relationship with them; relationship
which means we teach them and learn from them at the
same time. Each and every one of us involved with this
love affair with the Sanctuary can grow to become a
giant. To grow we must nourish ourselves deeply, stand
upright, motivate, encourage, groom each other. Help
one another when we stumble.
I found I was not winning my battle with fear in my lifetrying to drive it out- so instead I approached from a
different angle- I just brought in love more and more
until one day I awakened and found there was no fear
left there- it had been driven out by love. On any day I
can and do let fear back in. This is why I need to stay
connected in love to all you beautiful, loving faeries to
keep me from relapsing into fear. We have already
started to make a difference in this world of ours. We
know the saying things have to get worse before they
can get better- if we stay strong in love, the hideous
diseases covering our planet of exploitation, domination,
greed, acquisitiveness may yet be a crative illness- why
are we there at the Sanctuary- because the world is so
fucked up. While there are even two of us left standing,
we still can make a difference in healing each other,
our separated brothers and sisters, our planet and our
culture.
I look forward to working and playing with you next timeand I would be very happy to be a LumberJane buddy,
especially if I can wear a little red dress.
namaste,

Notre Dame des Arbres
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PolitiXXX sent by Shaunessy
Mon Aug 28, 2006 4:05 pm
(PST) Hi everyone,
This is something I think
will interest everyone.
Unfortunately, I read
many stories like this from
around the world through
my participation in the
sexual orientation faction of
Amnesty International here
in Berlin, which was how I
got this. But this one really
makes for riveting reading!
Shaunessy
Dear friends!
Since I really do not have power and
time now to write any testimoniesabout
the things that happened yesterday,
I forward you this messagewritten by
a dear friend of mine Lars Grava, one
of the founders ofMozaika, Aliance of
LGTB and their friends. A future message
willfollow about the events in the Church
service yesterday morning.
Yours in Christ, Maris Sants,
Pastor of Evangelical Open Congregation
in Riga

Lars Grava wrote:
Dearest friends:
I am writing this in English since the story
needs to be told far and wide. This is the
story from my perspective. Everyone else
who was there will have other stories
to share. Gaston and I are safe after
yesterday›s well-organized fascist attacks
against the lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgendered community in Riga during
Pride.
We are shocked by the hatred that
manifested itself yesterday, but we
are thrilled by the positive energy that
we found among so many friends and
supporters.
Our organization Mozaika, an alliance of
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered
persons and their friends, of which Gaston
is chairman, organized a series of events
from July 19 to July 22 called Friendship
Days, including planning a Pride march.
While the various seminars and
other events were successful and crucially
important in raising and discussing
the concerns of the LGBT community in
Latvia and internationally, the Riga City
Council prohibited the Pride march from
taking place on Saturday. The formal
reason was security considerations, but
it is crystal clear that there was immense
pressure from very homophobic and
hateful segments of society, including
the Latvian Lutheran Church, the Catholic
Church, the Baptists, fundamentalist
sects like New Generation and Good
Tidings, the Christian fascist political
party «Latvia›s First Party» (of which
the Minister of the Interior is a member),
radical organizations like «No Pride», the
National Bolsheviks, and the National
Force Union.
The appeal to administrative court was
also unsuccessful. Although this was an
egregious example of political meddling
in something that should be purely an

administrative matter, in a sense, this
may have been the best outcome for
us, because the events on Saturday
clarified to society at large, and to most
of the government, that we represent
tolerance and peace, and the other
side represents intolerance, hatred and
violence. Saturday started with a very
disturbing event. A LGBT church service
was held in the Anglican Church. When
the congregation left the church, they
were assaulted by mobs who threw bags
of liquid excrement at them. Some of our
close friends were covered in it. Sophie
Int›Veld, a member of the European
Parliament, was also personal witness to
this. Unhappily for the fascists, a number
of the victims then went to a press
conference for the foreign media. Thus,
this hate crime was not only disseminated
worldwide, but the journalists were able
to experience first-hand the stench. I
arrived at the press conference to
drive some people to a location on the
outskirts of Riga for a symbolic gesture.
One of my passengers was Maris Sants, a
pastor excommunicated from the Latvian
Lutheran church for being gay. Maris is
one of the kindest and sweetest people
I have ever met, yet he is deeply reviled
by a large segment of Latvian society for
being gay, a Christian, and outspoken.
As Maris and I left the building where
the press conference was being held,
we encountered a very hostile mob. The
police were there, armed, but this did
not prevent a great deal of verbal abuse
directed at Maris. I asked the police to
escort Maris, a public figure, to my car,
but they refused. So we decided that I
should drive there without him.
I went to the car, but then I noticed that
two women had taken Maris by the hand
and were walking him through the
hostile crowd to the car.
Maris got in my car, and we pulled out
of the parking lot. As we did so, we saw
that one of the women who had escorted
Maris were besieged by the mob and she
was covered in excrement. We pulled
out quickly, but a well-aimed bag of
excrement hit my car, which was then
covered in it, and also some got into
the ventilation system, so it really stank.
Other friends Evita, Liga and Arthur,
going to the same destination, also
requested police protection, but were
refused, so they had to run to their car.
We drove very quickly out of Riga,
constantly monitoring whether we were
being followed. Our destination was the
Salaspils Concentration Camp, where
53,000 people, mostly Jews but also
many homosexuals, were murdered by
the Nazis and their Latvian sympathizers
during the Second World War. We went
there to commemorate those who died
at Salaspils, and to make a statement
about how close we are now in Latvia to
a fascist state, supported by an intolerant
and hateful society.
As we were driving to Salaspils, other
Mozaika members were leaving the press
conference to go to our Indoor Pride
event at Reval Hotel Latvija. The buses
transporting them were pelted with eggs
and liquid excrement. Gaston was actively
coordinating many of the activities, and
he heard so many stories coming in
from all sides, so emotionally it was an
extremely difficult trial for him.
When we congregated at Salaspils, we
found that the situation at the memorial
was very quiet, calm and peaceful. The

fascist thugs had not figured out our
plans. We were only about 10 people
there, including members of Mozaika
and members of Maris› church and
his mother. We were joined by media
representatives from Reuters and Latvian
TV. We walked to the monument, holding
our small rainbow flags. Some of us said a
couple of words, Maris quoted Himmler›s
views on homosexuals, I mentioned that
we are here to commemorate both the
past as well as to be very concerned that
Latvia is now returning to that past, and
Rolands said that we are here to mourn
the death of democracy in Latvia. This
was followed by a moment of silence.
Arthur said a prayer. Our small ceremony
was broadcast on Latvian TV that night,
including the entire 30 second moment
of silence for the death of democracy in
Latvia.
Then we returned without incident to
Reval Hotel Latvija (after stopping at a
car wash). I dropped Maris and Arthur
at a side door (the mobs had begun
collecting outside), parked my car, and
got into Reval Hotel Latvija.
Our Indoor Pride was a smashing success.
We were 250 courageous souls assembled
on the second floor of Reval Hotel Latvija.
I was truly touched to see so many of our
close friends, of all sexual orientations,
there. There were extremely furious and
pointed speeches by European politicians
(including Deputies from the European
Parliament, the Danish Parliament and
the Swedish Parliament as well as the
Vice Mayor of Amsterdam, etc.), by
Latvian academics (but very few Latvian
politicians), we sang songs (We Shall
Overcome, Imagine, Bedu manu lielu
bedu, etc.), and did a little dancing
(Dancing Queen, Go West, etc.). It was
a wonderful and colorful event. The most
beautiful moment was when everyone
stood up, held hands and sang We Shall
Overcome.
Outside, homophobic crowds had
gathered and verbally and physically
assaulted anyone carrying a rainbow flag
or having any other LGBT attribution,
or publicly known gays and lesbians. A
friend of ours was spat at in the face. Two
of our acquaintances tried to get into a
cab to go to the airport. The fascist thugs
threw bottles and eggs at the cab. On the
way to the airport, several vehicles tried
to ram the cab and run it off the road.
Fortunately, they did not succeed.
The organizer of Moscow Pride,
Nikolai Alexeyev, visiting us in Riga,
submitted the following as the events
were unfolding: «It is astonishing.
It›s worse than Moscow. There is total
chaos here. The police seem very weak
and disorganized. The fascists are
able to act at will. And Latvia is in the
European Union.» Even after our Indoor
Pride ended, the situation was not safe
outside.
The Secretariat of the Minister of
Integration organized government cars
to drive Pride participants home. Some
of the more well-known members of
the LGBT community, including the
board of Mozaika, remained in Reval
Hotel Latvija. We rented a safe room
and planned next steps. Over the next
several hours we were in constant and
direct telephone contact with the Minister
of Foreign Affairs and the Minister for
Integration. The Foreign Minister, our
dear friend Artis Pabriks, arranged
that the acting Prime Minister, Aigars

Stokenbergs, came to visit us in the safe
room. We discussed the situation with
him. After our discussions, Stokenbergs
arranged for government transport
to everyone›s home, but Gaston and I
walked with the acting Prime Minister to
the nearby Berga bazars to check out the
situation.
When we got there, we saw a number of
friends calmly sitting in a beer garden.
Ieva Laukers, one of the owners of Berga
Bazars, described the events of several
hours earlier, when a mob of about
100 people tried to enter the territory,
knowing that this was going to be one
of the post-Pride meeting places. Ieva,
together with her security guards, had
to fend them off. They had to wait for an
unacceptably long time for the police to
arrive. A member of the Swedish police,
one of our guests at Friendship Days, was
also present, and she was in constant
contact with her superiors in Stockholm.
She said that the Latvian police did the
minimum they could possibly do, and
generally a very poor job, and she also
conveyed this assessment to the Latvian
Foreign
Minister. The American Embassy was also
closely monitoring the activities.
After the acting Prime Minister left,
we enjoyed a calm evening at Berga
bazars, then ventured to the restaurant
Osiris, where so many of our friends had
gathered. The atmosphere was absolutely
magical. As one of my friends noted, «If I
have to burn in hell, I›d much rather do it
together with these people.» Gaston and
I got home safely.
Unfortunately, we recently found out
that two of our acquaintances were
assaulted that night by thugs for being
homosexual.
We are shocked by the passivity of the
Latvian police. They did the minimum
possible, and this was likely under
explicit or implicit instruction from the
Minister of Interior, member of the
Christian fascist First Party. We have
therefore demanded the resignation of
the Minister of the Interior. We will sue
the City of Riga in the European
Court of Human Rights for banning the
march. We are presently compiling and
categorizing the hate speech expressed
by Latvian politicians, and we have
already identified a clear similarity with
language used in Nazi Germany. We will
also continue our work on educating and
informing society about LGBT issues.
Tomorrow the Swedish Government will
send out invitations to the Latvian Prime
Minster and the Minister for Integration
to participate in Stockholm Pride. The
Presidency of the European Union is
now held by Finland, which will put the
Riga Pride events at the top of a list of
discussions at a meeting of European
Ministers of Justice next week.
We expect severe condemnation of
the Government of Latvia from other
European governments.
But Gaston and I are safe, and we
are energized by these events. We
have established many new and deep
friendships, the kind that are born when
confronted with adversity. We are truly
grateful to those of you
who were present at our Indoor Pride,
and to those of you who were with us in
your thoughts.
Lars
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Composed and compiled by BeeBalm

FolleTerre

SALUT FAERIES!

This edition of irregular news from Folleterre sees us busy
savouring the experiences and relationships of the first
EuroFaerie Summer Gathering on our own sanctuary and
rushing about completing the tasks that have followed from
this incredible time.

who have already been to Folleterre can simply let Beebalm
know when they plan to come via gather@folleterre.org.
Faeries wishing to apply for a residency should first have
attened a gathering, which will allow them to become familiar
with the various practical details concerning the land.

UPCOMING EVENTS: AUTUMN EQUINOX AND
WORK WEEK 21 - 24 September; 25 September
- 1 October
Registration Now Online at http://www.folleterre.org/
gather.htm

We discussed pets on the land, and though we recognize we
need to discuss the issue more, we will decide about pets
accompanying their faeries on a case-by-case basis. Faeries
wishing to bring pets must have approval; when requesting
a short or long-term stay please include your pet in your
If you want to bring a pet to a gathering please speak
It is one turn of the wheel of the year since our opening request.
ceremony weekend. This makes this a time to review, to with the gathering organizers.
harvest the love and good energy put into the sanctuary, to During summer gathering our fabulous engineering faeries got
make adjustments for the sanctuary and for ourselves, and to our solar electricity working and we hooked up a refrigerator
prepare for the journey through the dark part of the year.
so we can now store dairy as well as medicines in complete
We decided to disconnect all of the electrical outlets in
The work week might include the things we have thought safety.
house as our desire for electricity was limited to lighting
of tackling: door locks (or new doors); springs and pads on the
doors; window and shutters repairs; indoor toilet; painting the house and running the fridge.
outside of house; working on trash and recycling centre; A few projects came up for which we are still looking for
clearing some of the land; making a land shrine.
assistance: a better communications plan and newsletter,
gathering dates, and a comprehensive land use plan.
Contact Beebalm at gather@folleterre.org for 2007
wishing to help with any of these can contact lovestar
information on the Gatherette and Notre Dame at Anyone
vyvyan_chatterjie@yahoo.co.uk for information on the at lovestar@queerlovecall.net.
Work Week.
THE STEWARDS CIRCLE
MEETING ROUNDUP
During Summer Gathering Les Amis de Folleterre held their
annual Great Circle (General Assembly) and the
newly chosen Stewards met twice. In addition to the election
of Stewards and officers, the Great Circle reviewed and
approved the treasurer›s report and financial situation of
Folleterre. Members decided to renew our collective efforts
to contribute 1000 EUR monthly to cover all fixed costs (the
loan payment, phone, insurance, etc.) and instructed the
Stewards to maintain a cash reserve of 10 months operating
expenses (i.e. 10000 EUR) until that goal is achieved. All
other funds available above that amount may be directed
into either a building reserve (in case we need to make major
repairs) and/or a building fund (to finance future work). Junis
presented a report from the outgoing Stewards Circle and
members congratulated Stewards for their achievements in
our first year.
At the Stewards Circle meetings we largely tried to get
organized for the coming year but wasted no time in making
several very important decisions. First, the Stewards decided
that Folleterre and its major gatherings are open to all
genders and sexualities. Members may organize genderspecific gatherings if they wish, working in conjunction with
the Gathering Queen, lovestar (who needs a charming
Gathering co-Queen or Prince to fill in the empty space
beside him in his chariot).

At the Great Circle new Stewards and officers were elected by
the members present. The Stewards are Junis, DeeTale,
Kittyliquer, BonneSoiree, Lanai, Freny, Fauny,
Feuer Frucht, Beebalm, Notre Dame des Arbres,
and Lovestar. The following Stewards were elected officers
of the Administrative Council, the Board required under
French laws regarding Associations: President, Notre
Dame des Arbres; Treasurer, Beebalm; Secretary,
Bonne Soiree. At their first meeting the Stewards selected
lovestar to serve as Chair of the Stewards Circle. See the
Meeting Roundup for details on other decisions at the
summer gathering.
The Stewards are elected by members at Great Circle to
represent them during the year ahead and to make necessary
heart-centered decisions to build and safeguard the Sanctuary
throughout their year of service. It is still possible to become
a steward if you missed the Great Circle: simply offer your
vision and pledge to the Administrative Council, who have the
power to provisionally accept you until the next Great Circle.
If you have projects or ideas you wish to bring forward, or if
you feel your voice is not being heard, become a steward.

The next Stewards Circle will happen during the Autumn
Equinox gatherette (see Gatherings). Stewards and members
nterested in keeping up on what is happening in detail can
join a Yahoo! Group with news, discussions and free flowing
communication. Contact Beebalm at jon@jonbenfer.com
We also decided that Folleterre is open for residency. Faeries if you wouldlike to be on this list.
are welcome to come, stay, and live on the land. Stays longer FINANCES
than one month should be requested of the Administrative We need monthly contributions of 1000 EUR to cover our
Council via info@folleterre.org and come with a Residency fixed expenses. This will leave the income from gatherings
Pledge (we can help you with that). Residents should not for a building reserve and building fund.
claim space in the house for themselves and must maintain
a welcoming environment. They should also cover their own As of this letter, faeries have pledged (promised) monthly or
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2007. We are 355 EUR per month short of 1000, which means des Arbres, and lovestar.
each year we take 4260 EUR from gathering income to pay
the bills and away from building. We are also not collecting on FolleTerre GATHERINGS in 2006-2007!!!
all the contributions promised; in July 2006 for example we
We have set the following dates for Gatherings
have only received so far 436 EUR of the promised 645.
and Gatherettes for 2006 related to Folleterre:
We need members of Folleterre and faerie friends to do two
Autumn Equinox*
21-24.September
things:
September Work Week*25.September -1.October
12-15.October
1. IF YOU HAVE PLEDGED, please make payment LumberJanes
20-28 .December
arrangements now via PayPal, monthly bank transfers, or EuroFaerie Solstice
Featherstone Castle (more coming soon!)
with a one-time contribution.
* ONLINE REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!!!
2. IF YOU HAVEN›T PLEDGED and can help out, please
do so. If every member sent only 10 EUR per month, we
A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM LOVESTAR
would meet our goal immediately.
Information on how to send money is online or you can THANK YOU a million faerie times to all who came and
played-worked-loved together to create an extremely magical
contact gifts@folleterre.org.
summer gathering. We had about 50 faes passing through,
The good news is that gathering income is far exceeding including two infant faeries and two (grownup) girl faeries - a
expectations and is providing us with a cushion for monthly big compliment is due to Jane and Hazel for establishing the
operating costs. This income is awesome, but it is not enough presence of women at folleterre and for showing what
to allow us to make the major repairs that we all desire. One wonderful faeries girls can make! Folleterre was buzzing
day we will be able to wash dishes inside and sleep in the with life - frogs, butterflies, insects and abundant fertile green
barn without drafts and noises; wouldn›t it be swell if that growth. The forests, the ponds, the trails were all beautiful,
and we had an exciting playground for our first full on summer
happened sooner rather than later?
gathering at the sanctuary.
Logistical challenges there were, but fears about no water,
COMMUNICATION
too many people, and too many cars all proved unfounded.
We try to keep http://www.folleterre.org as up to date As ever we were held in the abundant loving embrace of
Great Spirit, and we never went hungry, thirsty or short of a
as possible.
pile of men to dive into and cuddle. We did get wet, and the
We have established an email discussion list on Yahoo! magi are consulting moon tables to try to bring next summer›s
for Stewards and anyone interested in being current on gathering within the heat wave, not at the end of it! But even
discussions by the Stewards and the AC. Send an email the rain was totally magical, and occasionally the mountain sat
to Beebalm at the address below if you would like to join. in sparkling mists. Add in abundant feasts, high quality and
This group is for administrative discussion; there is not group hilarious auctioneering and no-talenting, musical and mirthful
nights around the fire, and the wonderful companionship of
simply for general Folleterre talk.
faeries from about 7 countries and those of you that missed it
There IS, however, a bulletin board at http:// should get the idea.
www.perfecthellion.com/folleterre/ which lets you Most people camped around the forest or on the faerie
see what is happening, as well as take part in discussions prairie, where we now have a fabulous and huge new fire pit,
and while plenty of work did get done to improve the house
about major issues and happenings.
and garden, for most this was gathering time, just as it should
Our members email list will also be updated about events and be - time to play, make love, explore and discover. Alongside
meetings. We will issue a snail mail (paper) newsletter twice the other gatherings of 2006, this summer saw faeries from
all over putting into the sanctuary the vital ingredients without
a year.
which all the practical work would be in vain: love, lust,
To contact the Administrative Council, please email secreta laughter, community spirit, opening, sharing and reaching for
ry@folleterre.org. Contact lovestar at lovestar@queerl the amazing secrets of faerieness!
Thank You!!!!!!!!! AU REVOIR
ovecall.net for information about the Stewards.
For email addresses or phone numbers for any other
Stewards (including the various Circle coordinators),
please email secretary@folleterre.org. The Stewards
of Folleterre are Junis, DeeTale, Kittyliquer, BonneSoiree,
Lanai, Freny, Fauny, Feuer Frucht, Beebalm, Notre Dame

And that›s everything from the Folleterre front. Best wishes
to all of the Euro Faeries, and we hope to see you soon at
the sanctuary. And as they say in America (where this young
Faerie is finishing up her own summer of misadventures),
«that›s all folks!»

Gatherette Call:FolleTerre 12–14 Sept. & 25 Sept.-1.Oct.2006
Autumn Equinox Gatherette Call to Gather
PLEASE REGISTER if you are planning to come so we can coordinate rides, etc.
Gatherette: 21 - 24 September
Work Week: 25 September - 1 October
Registration Now Online at http://www.folleterre.org/gather.htm
It is one turn of the wheel of the year since our opening ceremony weekend; so therefore a time to
review, to ‹harvest› the love and good energy put into the sanctuary during the busy period and make
adjustments for the sanctuary, and for ourselves, to prepare for the journey through the dark part of the
year.
The work week might include the things we have thought of tackling: door locks (or new doors?),
springs and pads on doors, window + shutters repairs, indoor toilet, painting outside of house, working
on trash and recycling centre + clearing some of land where trees cut ++ making a land shrine.
Details: Fees during the gatherette weekend will be +/-15 EUR per day. Fees during the work week will
be to cover food costs only. (It works if you work it!) Autumn/working girl drag appropriate. Inappropriate also welcome. Ask for a ride or to give one (London? Amsterdam? Berlin?).
Personal opinion: fall gatherettes are sweeeeet!
Contact Beebalm at gather@folleterre.org <mailto:gather@folleterre.org> for information on the Gatherette & Notre Dame at vyvyan_chatterjie@yahoo.co.uk <mailto:
vyvyan_chatterjie@yahoo.co.uk> for information on the Work Week.
See you soon at Folleterre!
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FolleTerre Vision Circles (notes)
Sunday 5 feb 2006
Informal steward meeting at Albion Knights
gathering
There: Eilendes Wasser, Horst, Lanai, Beat, Alan,
DeeTale, LoveStar
Agenda and conclusions:
Introduction to interested ones
Gatherings
Spring equinox: informal gatherette led by Notre Dame
des Arbres
Dates: to come
Beltane: the first beltane on this land, organised by DeeTale,
support from Lovestar
Dates: wed 26th apr through wed 3rd may for buildup start
at 22 april.
it will go with a Steward meeting. The invitation will go with
invi for steward circles and a small steward letter, composed
by Jose and Lovestar. EW will mail it out
Summer equinox: until further notice, wont happen
Summergathering DeeTale organises together with ………
Big international gathering, asap get the info spread to the
US etc. intent to pay for the source
2012: The new Future gathering. DeeTale wants to set a
focus for having the house 4 season ready. So this will be a
one month long gathering to make the transition from the pre
mayan prediction till after.

Solarpanels: decision will be made on Beltane stewardcircle
a small steward letter: decisions to be made at the next
steward circle will be prepared in a snailmail letter. to be
composed by Jose and Lovestar. EW will mail it out
President and Treasurer want to resign:
President: EW wants to stop and suggests DeeTale.
DeeTale wants support from a Structured other faerie.
Treasurer: Blanche wants to stop. No candidates yet
Progress of the steward circles: there hardly seems any
progress there. How to get that going?? We need a better
management of members, stewards, what they do and pay.
All in one hand. It seems this is a year for Consolidation: to
get organised.
Fundraising: not really talked about. But also Pixie wants to
become a steward and can do fundraising parties.
Communication:
a true issue but not easy to resolve. Two magazines are
proposed: the steward one and a small „goatzette“ which will
be made by Lainai. The first issue will be made before the
end of march and sent to EW for mailing.
All „secretaries“ of the Stewardcircles are asked to have the
next decisions 2 b made written down and also a ToDo list
for those who dont wanna talk but do.
Alanlewis(at)jonesdevon.fsnet.co.uk to be added to the
Steward maillist

At Folleterre summer gathering
2006 in vision circle the following
amazing list of dreams and ideas
was produced by the following
faeries:

the history of Sanctuaries, going slowly + feeling into
the place, not being afraid or obsesses, linking with
farms + communities, networking /others who think
like us, offering safety, shining, OUTREACH, refuge,
residents who offer the space to others, no judgement,
masculine/feminine, strength + justice/sensitivity +
lovingkindness ~> flowing like water, widening/the
Junis, Beebalm, B.S., Freny, deeTale,
space, there will be enough, do everything with
LevSSP, Tuffolbird, NDDA, Kitty, Marquis,
BEAUTY + SKILL, appreciation, where is the
lovestar, flame, Plunkett, Tufty, Lionheart,
HEART? place we meet, circle, eat …, how do I
FF, Mike, Natasha, Hospitality Suite, Gezel,
show someone around Folleterre? ALL of the above,
Hobgoblin, lanai, Fanny, ^beat^
go on/no time scale, walking the talk, let out all my
aspects, being, change + age, physically born females,
support language diversity creatively
look-out point/platform, queer things happening,
sustainable farming, rope nets, platforms, playground, Icelandic moss: treatment, best fag community on
stage, round huts, big garden, farm animals, BUY
the world, rope swing(ing),open for all ways of seeing
THE LAKE!!!, shrines around, leaving the land
….. the universe, the heart of everything is the heart
raw, magickal spots, trails, social/sexual selves,
circle, trees are sanctuary, model of accessibility:
food-growing, occupancy, WINTER, shrine-garden,
attitude & practical, create your own spirituality and
spirit/light we share, leaving war + violence behind,
use all languages existing sex/heart/spirit, call for
self-sustenance, healing power: love, plants, FUN!
help, love & magic, no guru, many avatars, okay not
DRAG!, FABULOUSNESS, many aspects of
to know, just be(ing), no hierarchies, transforming,
land: meditation rock …, leave places with respect,
contradicting, … trust multiplicity, attracting new life,
healing what was mistreated, nettles-to-meadow
insect, people, animal life, equal love + attention
(sound of music) not afraid to touch, make changes,
to all life, house more suitable, insulation, opening
nature healing/culture, potential, who are we? three
up, learning from each other, TRACTOR, pick-up
spaces: happy/confident/partiers + uncertain/?ing/
truck, BIG POND, glass door in front, verandaisolated/unwell/recovering + NEW/lost/scared/no
porch for breakfast, HOT TUB!, sauna, warmth,
home/rejected + ?, safety for everybody, community,
coziness, little cabins, lights in trees, faeries sleeping
affection, closeness, the network, somewhere to
all around, fire, air, ideas to make it real, acceptance
shag!, Love Temple, physical activity, past + present
+ respect, we each have a part + together we make
interconnection, be physical/sensual, BIG SPACE
it true, learning from each others, ropes, building
in barn for Heart Circles, windows in roof, cone of
houses, nets between trees, playgrounds, tree-huts,
safety, feeling of home, WILDNESS! balance of wild/ chain-sawing, sanctuary starts now/is in us + how
cultivated, body/spirit, balance, harmony, diversity,
we are in the heart, respect, welcoming whoever has
access the tribe/family, accessibility, Folleterre
to be here, place for queer folk, exploring diversity,
supporting us, ease in food production, sauna, hot
being open to those in need, circles within circles:
shower, massage table, pleasure! balancing loud/quiet, our queer communities, neighbours, global villages,
big herb garden for healing, veggies, very rich people
nourishing/being nourished, creating the future, twogiving €! good for Mother Earth, all sexualities, let wind spirit pioneering, finding our power + giving it back,
guide me, work through things, respect/be respected,
not a farm but a place of healing, respecting nature,
listening, learning/growing with Folleterre, riding
having quality in pleasure, some high-tech but low tech
with it, FAGGOTS ARE FABULOUS! transmitting
mostly, make it beautiful, <> community, weekly meals,
queer cultural heritage, more Love Temples, natural
organic shop, spreading out, part of local community,
building, farmhouse as central point, animals: cows,
MUSIC! PIANO, GUITARS, DRUMS! huge mirror
sheep, FAERIE FARM, finding secret sacred places, with lights and hairdryer, nuclear powered hair-dryer,
inspiration, feeling the land before we build, share
diversity: both how w feel about each other +what we
knowledge, learn, large open communal space with
do, II building needs a heart to bring us together II safe
warmth, sharing, invitation, what is the culture?
space, the experience transforms, come to teach – end
Folleterre IS! modelling, being in France, being in
up learning, welcome + willingness
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ButtPage Interview : Hospitality Sweet & KittyLiqueren

“ Dancing. Body slapping. Drumming.
Smoking doobie ... And making love ”

Kitty Liquer: hello Hospitality Sweet
Hospitality Sweet: hello Kitty

KL: This is a picture of us at Folleterre. Don’t you think
we look nice!
HS: Well as usual I am on my knees! It is nice isn’t it.
You were telling us all about how sexually liberated we
all should be. Tenderness I think you said. It was very
funny.

KL: A certain fae, who shall remain nameless, suggested
that I interview you for MpZ. She says I’d be perfect to
extract the best of you seeing as I so innocent and all
that (ha!). You journeyed to Folleterre for the first time
in the Deep Fat Friar. A rather bumpy ride I guess. I’m
sure it would have been a delight to see the towers of
a Foreign Legion fort rising at the top of the mountain
after such a journey. What were your first impressions
of faerie land?
HS: Relief, largely. That ride to Folleterre is best
remembered in italics. Though I am most adept at
repressing and moving on, my journey to folleterre was
very bumpy. So there we are. I was happy to be on dry
land. This was my first time in Euro Faerie land (che
gioia!). Though not my first in Faerie space. I spent
much of the last year living in love with a Zuni fee in
Amerika.

KL: What did you boys get up to?
HS: The usual. Probably the best sexual connection of
my life.

KL: No, Hospitality. I mean at Folleterre Summer
Gathering. What did you get up to this summer with all
those boys?
HS: Well you know better than I probably, seeing as we
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ButtPage Interview
HS: Ha ha. Well you’ll just
have to use your imagination.
I can’t tell you that.

KL: My dictionary states
“Hospitality” as being “The
quality or disposition of
receiving and treating guests
and strangers in a warm,
friendly, generous way.”
HS: You’ve hit the nail on the
head. One night only! Ha.

KL: Oh lets’ get to some
specifics. Who was the last
person you had sex with?
HS: Don’t really know if I

“...was stung on my
foreskin last week by
a wasp and MY COCK
SWELLED UP... ”
spend much of the time hanging out together.
Well. We hung round the lake (wasn’t that
fun), you showed me your lady garden, we
smoked a lot of doobie, kissed, cuddled, and
laughed a lot. Probably best of all though,
you, me and Firefruit had all that scat fun
together – which was the best part of the
week. I lit a lot of fires too. Dancing. Body
slapping. Drumming. Smoking doobie (did I
say that?). And making love, of course – how
could I forget.

KL: Exactly. Enough of the gentle introduction
and lets cut to the skirt lifter section of the
interview. What did you do? With who, when,
how and where? I want to know everything.
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ButtPage Interview
should say (ha!). But I was stung on my foreskin last
week by a wasp. And my cock swelled up in a very
strange way for two days. It was all very interesting
indeed.

KL: Lets cough up some fur balls together and talk
dirty innit. To butt plug or not to butt plug, that is the
question?
HS: That was my favourite butt plug that I put up to
auction. Red and black. Very nice indeed. It slips and
and out so easily but is a perfect warmer upper for any
event.

KL: Tell me about your journey from James to Hospitality
Sweet?
HS: Well. James was born a while back in England.

“ To Butt-plug or not to Butt-plug?
That is the question ”
Though I don’t feel very English people keep telling me
that I am SO English it could be dangerous. I worked
hard, and slipped up a few times. Then I got totally lost
and LOVED it. I started looking for queer, rural, creative
communities on the net. And can I tell you how HARD
it is to find the faeries on the net if you don’t quite know
what you are looking for. Then last year I went on a
course in amerika to study erotic massage (that was
fun). The event was facilitated by a Faerie from Oz
who kept shouting at the top of his voice ‘SAY YES TO
MORE PLEASURE IN YOUR LIFE, MY BROTHERS’.
That kind of connected in my brain and I thought. “Yes,
god damn it, I will.” Then I bumped into a man who had
picked up a vacuum cleaner while driving on his way from

“ That was my FAVOURITE BUTTPLUG...Red & Black ”
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ButtPage Interview
Halifax to New Mexico. I
asked him if I could help.
He replied “what do you
really like doing?” I said
“Picking flowers.” So he
dressed me up in a bonnet
and basket in hand I went
skipping round picking
bunches of blooms (it
was high summer in New
England). We fell head
over heels. And the rest
is history. Through him I
met lots of Amerikan Fees
and I thought WOW that’s
it, that’s what I’ve been
trying to do all my life, just
didn’t know there were
other boys in the woods
doing it too. This spring I
built a garden in upstate
new york and we made
our own maypole. I was
wearing little pink shorts
and a big fur pink hat. That
was brilliant.

“ I can definitely be
VERY generous to strange
men ”

Then at Folleterre I was
making love with someone
in the Hospitality Suite and
we were laughing about
how many other boys I
had fooled around with
in the first three days at
Folleterre. And the name
kind of stuck. I like it. It
brings out the best in me.
I can definitely be VERY
generous to strange men.

KL: There are many
landmarks at Folleterre; le
lac, le monument, la tour
de merde. What will be the
landmarks that carry you
through the dark winter
months?
HS: Well. I don’t know how
present Folleterre will be in
my mind this winter. I am
going to New Zealand to
climb volcanoes and work
on a gay organic farm to
keep away those winter
blues.

KL: What about the Tower
of Poo? Don’t you think
that since you signed up
to be on the scat team
that you will some day
have to shovel all that shit
somewhere? I wonder if
it will freeze solid in the

winter?
HS: Probably. I’ll do anything for a square meal. But,
thinking about it, yes. I will probably be there after the last
gathering this year to shovel all that shit somewhere.

KL: What was the happiest moment of your life so far?
HS: Probably when I found an iceberg.

KL: Can I lick you ?
HS: I’ve been waiting for you ask that since we first met.
Posh boy indeed !
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GATHERING CALL :United Kingdom 20.Dec.–28.Dec.2006

CALL

ALBION KNIGHTS FAERIE
LIGHTS
YULE AT THE CASTLE:
THE RETURN TO
FEATHERSTONE
ALBION KNIGHTS FAERIE LIGHTS
YULE AT THE CASTLE: THE RETURN TO
FEATHERSTONE
DATES: 20th to 28th December 2006 (8 day gathering)

Following on from the marvellous and magical time 40 faeries enjoyed
in the north of England last February, the second UK residential
faerie gathering is booked for December. We will gather at the
winter solstice and celebrate the return of the light at the darkest
point of the year. This will be a very-faerie-multi-faith affair, with
the emphasis on community, joy and love. It is open to all faeries,
whatever body they were born into. The castle is very atmospheric,
though not as comfortable as some venues we have enjoyed during
previous winter retreats - but here are glorious log fires, large rooms
for circling, dining and dancing; a range of bedroom options, an
excellent kitchen and gorgeous countryside. The nearest airport is
Newcastle, and the nearest train station Haltwhistle. Full details,
coontacts, prices etc will be posted onto www.eurofaerie.org very
soon.
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GATHERING CALL : Thailand 25.Jan.–4.Feb. 2007

CALL
A Call to Gather...In Thailand !
Thursday 25 January 2007
– Sunday 4 February 2007

tropical.gathering2007@gmail.com
From Thursday 25 January to Sunday 4
faeries living in Thailand and Malaysia. The idea is for
February 2007, Asian Faeries will converge
gay men from all over the world to meet in a quiet and
on the magical island of Ko Yao Yai near
beautiful natural setting and get to know each other
Phuket, Thailand.
and ourselves better. We will have morning group
Last years› gathering found 35 faeries beaming in to
talks, nature walks, swimming, snorkeling and maybe
our faery island paradise from the US, Middle, East,
even a cross-cultural romance or two. We improvise
Europe and all over Asia. This year we are again
our activities as we go along through the week, but
expecting a big turnout as the happy faeries of 2006
please also plan on a talent show, fund-raising auction,
spread the word throughout Asia. So please plan
and making lots of new friends.
ahead and register early as space is limited.
We have been meeting like this in the USA
While some Faeries will gather in Bangkok before
for 25 years, in Europe for 10 years and this
and after the gathering, there are no formal events
will be our fourth meeting in Asia. We REALLY
scheduled at this time. The gathering itself will be 10
hope to get more Asian guys involved, so please
days long covering two weekends and the week in
spread the word.
between. Please plan to be with us for the entire length We will have a new sliding scale gathering fee system
of the gathering if at all possible.
this year that will allow all to attend at the level they
The gathering site will be the same as in previous
can afford. For now we are not planning to offer any full
years, the remote and undeveloped island of
scholarships to the gathering but if attendance is high
Ko Yao Yai. The site will be the same as the last
enough may be able to offer some travel scholarships
three years, at the two beach front resorts owned by
for men wanting to attend from developing countries in
Khun Tuk and Khun Ae.
the region: Vietnam, Burma, Laos,
While the land of Khun Tuk has been sold to
Cambodia, etc.
developers, the bungalows are still open, and we look
Please visit our website after September
forward to another fabulous 10 day adventure.
for full details regarding the cost of the gathering
Look up the island on Google Earth or visit our website
as well as registration info and photos from 2006
for delicious photos from past gatherings.... http:
gathering. If you have financial concerns yet really
//www.asianfaeries.com
want to attend, please be in touch and we will work
This is a non-profit event supported by the Dutch
with you to make your attendance possible.
foundation in Amsterdam called ‹Eurofaerie›
(www.eurofaerie.org ) and organized locally by
E-mail tropical.gathering.2007@gmail.com
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“Passing” over to Faerie Heavens

* KenBear *

Thu Jul 27, 2006 7:36 pm

(PST) Hello friends,

I wanted to let everyobe know of KenBear›s “passing”. I know he really enjoyed meeting many of you last
year at Terschelling in the Netherlands.
Ken ʻpassed awayʼ this past Saturday morning (22July2006) in the arms of Jay and David. He died at home,
quietly and surrounded by love. He will be terribly missed and at times like this, a gathering to say good-bye
is helpful in dealing with all of our loss.
Ken made it clear that he did not want a fancy funeral so we have planned a simple gathering of friends.
We are planning to create a memorial book of Ken›s life and would like to ask that if you have a memory
that you would like to share, please jot it down or bring a photo with you to donate to this project. The
following link is for the website of Heritage park http://jcprd.com/parks_facilities/heritage_park.cfm
Contact David Blattman at 00-1(usa)913-522-7495 Contact Jay Tichenor at 00-1(usa) 913-522-7716 . Here is
a link that gives a bit of the history on this ritual http://memory-alpha.org/en/wiki/Ferengi_death_ritual
With love, Shawnti Fey :)
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SUBSCRIBE

Marieposa
Zeitung

Eurofærie Newsletter Magazine
The MariePosa Zeitung is a record of
our experiences as radical Færies in
the extended EuroFærie communities.

BIG PHAT & UNCUT
SINCE 1974
Name________________________________
Street________________________________
City__________State______Zip_____________
E-Mail________________________________
Is this a Renewal?___YES ___NO Begin with Issue#___
Regular Subscription(2ndClass)
Two-year subscription (bargain rate)
FirstClass (USA,Canada & Mexico)
Foreign Surface (Outside USA)
Airmail Europe
Airmail Asia & Australia
PWA & Prisoner rate
Library Subscription Service

$25-$75
$45
$37-$75
$30-$75
$47-$75
$55-$75
$10
$30

Your subscription keeps RFD alive! If you can afford to
send more than the regular $25 please consider doing so. If you are
a working couple, may we suggest a $50 rate for one year. Perhaps a
collective household could renew at $75?
SUBSCRIBE by mail or online at www.rfdmag.org
Gift Subscriptions are available. We will send a greeting card
with your personal message
P.O.Box 68, Liberty, TN 37095
(615)536-5176 www.rfdmag.org
(Subscription price may change- Please confirm current rates on
website) and mention the MpZ

The MariePosa Zeitung is FREE as an
Online Download
-Butis only available with a password
access which we must send to you by
email.
The Eurofæries are not in anyway centralized and there are various eMail
lists and Newsgroups. We do NOT
have a central eMail/address list.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE NOTIFIED
about each time the MpZ is available
-PLEASE send us an eMail with your
email address/ Faerie Name/ nonFarieName/ Current City-Country.
Please let us know when you CHANGE
your eMail adress as well.
Send us an email at
mpz@eurofaerie.de
*SUBJECT=”Subscribe to MpZ Mailing
List”(otherwise it is *SPAM)
Take a moment to send us Feedback
as well.

SUBSCRIBE

only
Vermont Radical Faeries
P.O. Box 531
Winooski, Vermont
www.Færiecampdestiny.org
PHONE: Call the millbillies at
Telephone:[1](802)295-7105
Wolf Creek Sanctuary
P.O. Box 312
Wolf Creek, Oregon (OR) 97497
USA
www.nomenus.org
E-MAIL: nomenus@budget.net
Telephone:[1](541)866-2678
Zuni Mountain Sanctuary
P.O. Box 636
Ramah, New Mexico
(NM)87321 USA
www.zms.org
E-MAIL: zunimtn@cia-g.com
Telephone:[1]505-783-4002
Chicago Faerie Circle
(Kale) PO Box 607282
Chicago, Illinois (IL) 606607282
www.geocities.com/
Faeriechicago
E-MAIL:
chicago@radicalFærie.com
Miami Faerie Contacts

Kelpie House
6700 SW 52nd St.
Miami, Florida (FL) 33155USA
Telephone:[1]305-667-7601
COMMENTS: Ask for Gawen, the
Innkeeper.
NYC Circle of Radical Faeries
c/o the FaerieGram
PO Box 150296
Brooklyn, New York (NY) 11215 USA
www.radicalFæries.net
communities.msn.com/radicalFæriesnyc
Telephone:[1]718-625-4505
Moon Circle - Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California (CA)
www.mooncircle.net
Southern California Area Radical Faeries
(SCARF)
Faerie Dish Rag (FDR)
PO Box 26807
Los Angeles, CA90026 USA
E-MAIL: socaradfae@aol.com
Telephone:[1]213-666-1350
COMMENTS: Also email
faedishrag@aol.com.
Seattle Fairy Phone
Seattle, Washington (WA)USA
Telephone:[1]206-366-2132
COMMENTS: Event tape for the Seattle
area.

LotusFæries (Bangkok/Asia)
EuroFaeries
CONTACTS POINTS:
Habibi Has become “Mei-Mei”& wel c/o Viking Diva
Eurofæries Netherlands
PO Box 3698,10501 Tallin comes Færie energie & visitors
Contact: Habibi Ding
in Thailand. contact: jf_in_
Estonia
j.ferguson@chello.nl
bkk@yahoo.com
Irish Radical Facries
(English/Dutch)
Australian Færy Sanctuary
An Sidheog
P.O. Box 2721
Heading downunder? weʼd love to
71 Ballyculter Road
1000CS Amsterdam
welcome you to our NEW SanctuaryLoughkeelan,
Netherlands
130acres of beautiful bushland in NE
Downnpatrick
Eurofæries France
County Down BT30 7BD, NSWcontact us for details - Love & Light
efthimios@aol.com (Engl.
færie air kisses
Northern Ireland
or French)
Australian Radical Færies PO Box 495
EFc/o Kalos, 7rue Payenne Færies@dissid.net
Nimbin 2480 NSW 02 66897070 -87
www.beyond-thepale.
Paris 75003 France
Hetherington Rd Wadeville NSW 2474
co.uk/egregious3.htm
tel.[33](0)1.40270295
ozFæries@yahoo.com
Edward Carpenter
Eurofæries Berlin
Quarterly newsletter “Fae Raves” Subs,
ButchBuddha (German/Engl) Community / BM ECC
Donations, Membership, Support see
London WC1N 3XX
howaberlin@hotmail.com
www. geocities.com/ozfæries for details
United Kingdom (UK)
RheingoldFæries
Færie Sanctuaries (USA)
Bonn/Cologne/Dusseldorf www.edwardcarpenter
Short Mountain Sanctuary
community.org.uk
Germany
rheingoldFæries@Lycos.de info@edwardcarpentercom 247 Sanctuary Lane
Liberty,Tennessee (TN) 37095 USA
munity.org.uk
Eurofæries BalticCircle
Telephone:[1](615)563-4397 Messages
viking_diva@hotmail.com Tel.(UK) [44](0)8703215121
http://groups.msn.com/
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Marieposa Zeitung
The

Butt Page Subjekt:

“ Hospitality-Sweet ”
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